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Where are we today?

The Economic & Health Costs from the Pandemic Continues

-IMF’s World Economic Outlook
(IMF, Jan. 2022) projected the
cumulative output loss from the
pandemic through 2024 to be
about $13.8 trillion

-Over 6 million people have

died (with studies estimating
the actual death toll ranging
from 16-20 million)

The Costs from the Pandemic Continues to Grow
with Insufficient Progress Towards Global Targets
70% Vaccination Target for Mid-2022
(Over 100 Countries Not on Track)

Source: IMF-WHO Vaccine Tracker based on COVID-19 Vaccine Delivery Partnership Information Hub,
WHO, updated March 30, 2022

Daily Testing Target
(HICs Testing 80 Times More than LICs)

Source: FIND, Our World in Data, updated March 30, 2022
Note: Country borders or names do not necessarily reflect the IMF’s official position.

Where are We Today?

1. The pandemic is still not over. Health/economic costs continue to grow. While,
mortality rates have declined globally, unequal access to tools persists. Countries
still exposed to lockdowns.

2. COVID-19 will be with us for the long-term. The SARS-Cov-2 will likely
continue to circulate indefinitely resulting in periodic outbreaks and endemics.
3. Large uncertainty: There are very different scenarios for how it could evolve,
from a mild endemic scenario to a dangerous variant scenario.

Four Key Policy Implications

1. Ensure equitable access to a comprehensive COVID-19 toolkit of vaccines, tests,
and treatments
2. Monitor the evolving virus and dynamically update the toolkit

3. Transition to a sustainable response, balanced with other social/health priorities
4. Unified risk-mitigation approaches to future infectious diseases

What have we learned?

The Global Challenge during Pandemics
• Once a pandemic begins, the global challenge is to:
1. innovate and develop new life-saving tools to fight the pathogen,
2. produce these tools in large quantities, and
3. equitably deliver the tools to all citizens.
• Given the global public goods nature of fighting pandemics these steps need
multilateral coordination and financing.
• However, the global response to the COVID-19 pandemic has shown us that the
world has faced significant challenges along each of these steps.

Lesson #1: Rationale & Source of Financing
#1: Pandemics are a systemic risk issue, not solely a development issue.
Donors need to make sizable financing available on a grant basis.
• The COVID-19 crisis has made it clear that pandemic policy is economic policy.

• Infectious diseases can be a threat to global economic and health security.
• Thus, the rationale for financing pandemic prevention, preparedness, and response
(PPR) is very different than for humanitarian or development assistance.
• International community needs to allocate additional grant funding to fight pandemics
and health strengthening in developing countries – that goes beyond the narrow
confines of existing official development assistance

Lesson #2: Timing of Financing
#2: The time value of action is enormous during pandemics. We need
prearranged financing that can be activated on day zero of the next pandemic.
• The path of the pandemic would have been very different and much less costly if
sufficient and timely funding had been made available.
• For instance, it took COVAX 15 months since the start of the pandemic (i.e., by June 2021)
to raise $10 billion to procure sufficient vaccines to cover 30% of LMIC needs
• Timing of orders are critical (60-75% of delays in delivery can be explained by when orders
were placed)
• Equitable access to tools in the next pandemic, ‘day zero financing’ so LMICs can secure a
place in the queue for critical life-saving tools
• Without such financing, delayed access to tools in developing countries is inevitable,
which will likely leave behind lasting scars
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Lessons #3 & #4

• Lesson 3 (Scope of Financing). We cannot solve demand
challenges by financing supply tools. We need financing for
strengthening health systems ahead of the next pandemic.
• Lesson 4 (Financing Frameworks). Financing frameworks should
explicitly account for downside risks. And a unified financing
framework that identifies complementarities across health agendas
will have high multipliers.

#5. Research & Development

#5. Scaling up R&D
rapidly is possible but
requires greater public
support.

Source: Agarwal & Gaule, “What Drives Innovation: Lessons from COVID-19 R&D”
in the Journal of Health Economics, 2022

#6. Production
Global supply chains can be subject to significant bottlenecks when supply
is scarce and demand is high

• During 2021, vaccine manufacturers produced roughly three times the annual
global supply of vaccines in a typical year
• Such rapid scaling up posed substantial supply chain challenges, with shortages
of raw materials shared among multiple vaccine candidates.
• Production and quality control problems caused several delays in production
• A key lesson is contracting authorities should explicitly account for supply chain
risks by diversifying their portfolio of vaccines and other medical tools.
• And, it is critical to invest in surveillance of systemic supply chain risks.

#7. Cross-Border Flows
#7. Political economy constraints prevent free movement of critical goods
during pandemics. Regionalizing supply chains can help.
• Trade barriers and vaccine nationalism have been a serious constraint for
equitable access to vaccines and medical tools during COVID-19
• The priority remains to strengthen research capacity and regional supply chains in
developing economies while bolstering in-country health systems.
• This will not be easy. Vaccine and drug manufacturing is a sophisticated enterprise that
requires specialized equipment, inputs, storage facilities, and skilled labor.

• Furthermore, if funding remains scarce, the benefits must be weighed against the risk
of overinvesting in capacity. Sustainability and benefits in ‘peace time’ should be a key
principle guiding the investments. (Insurance perspective)

WTO-IMF Trade Tracker

What is the path forward?

Financing & Trade of Global Public Goods
• Beyond the seven lessons, a broader lesson is the critical importance of global
collaboration and the need for better stewardship of global public goods

• The lack of an effective global architecture prevented an effective and rapid
response during the COVID-19 pandemic, and work needs to be done to
improve our ability to handle future threats
• This will require:
• Stronger multilateral institutions
• Equitable ownership of all in the stewardship of global public goods
• Rapid and adequate financing windows for global public goods
• Diversified supply chains with regional manufacturing

Four Long-Term Trends and the Role of the WTO

#1. How can trade be a
force of good, and create
high-quality jobs in
developing countries and
accelerate cross-country
income convergence?

Four Long-Term Trends and the Role of the WTO

#2. How can we design rules to overcome the emerging ‘fear of trade
barriers’ and the tendency towards nationalism in supply chain decisions?
#3. How can we monitor and prevent systemic supply chain risks?

#4. How can we scale up global R&D (as we did during the pandemic) to
fight the other major challenges facing humanity?

